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Shmoove and Ghost
On a bright and sunny Thursday afternoon around 4:00 pm, a woman named Jane was
walking down the street after doing some grocery shopping. She had a few bags in her
hands and was trying to make it home. Meanwhile two teenagers named Randy and Brad
had stolen Randy’s brother’s car and went on a joyride. Randy was speeding down the
street and when he turned the corner, Jane happened to be crossing the street. He tried to
brake but couldn’t stop in time… BAM! Randy yelled “what was that?!” and started to
slow down while Brad looked back to see. Brad announced, “you hit a lady!” Randy
says, “stop playing” and speeds off.
On the other side of town, the superhero Shmoove’s car, Ghost, receives a signal through
dispatch that a woman is in trouble and has been hit by a car on Grape Avenue. He races
over to Grape Avenue while the dispatch system identifies the license plate of the car that
hit the woman. When Shmoove arrives on scene, he sees Jane lying on the ground
drowsy and with an injured leg. He picks up Jane and puts her in his car and drives her to
the hospital. He, then, uses his dispatch system to track the license plate.
Shmoove uses his invisibility and dispatch system to find Randy and Brad 6 blocks away
from the accident, still vibing. They know that they hit Jane but believe she will be fine.
Once they hit a red light, Shmoove suddenly becomes visible again. When they saw him,
they got scared and sped off. This led to a high-speed car chase that went on for three
blocks. Suddenly Randy becomes distracted while looking back for Shmoove and he
crashes the car into a stop sign. Shmoove pulls up next them and starts talking to the
boys. He asks them who they are and whose car this is. They respond with their names
and Randy says, “it’s my car.”
Shmoove responds and asks “are you sure? Isn’t this James’ car?
Brad looks at Randy confused. Randy asks, “how did you know that?”
Shmoove responds by asking if they realized they hit Jane and could have killed her.
Brad and Randy start to apologize and say “we won’t do it again” but then they speed off.
Shmoove uses his invisibility to speed up and swerve Ghost in front of the boys. When he
does, they crash into his car because they could not see it. Shmoove makes himself
appear and says, “see what I mean!”
The boys are shocked, and they apologized again. Shmoove told them both to get in his
car and drove them to the police station where their parents were called. Randy and
Brad’s parents each showed up to the police station shocked and angry with their sons.
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Randy’s parents grounded him for a month and a half with no electronics, so did Brad’s.
Their parents both paid Jane’s medical bills.
Randy and Brad had learned their lesson. Moral of the story: they should not take other
people’s stuff, not take things for granted, not everything is fun and games, and next time
they will drive safe and with a parent.

THE END
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